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This style-guide outlines your visual brand story as it stands today, in
it’s final form.

YOUR VISUAL
BRAND STORY

Realized...

It will support your practical needs (colors, call-outs, final versions, etc.).
Additionally, it includes elements of the process that got us here, as that
is the foundation and essence that drives your brand. This will support
the more nuanced decisions you’ll be faced with on a regular basis.
Please refer to it often.
EVOLUTION: Brands are living breathing entities, so will and should
continue to evolve. Simply cutting and pasting elements will hinder and
diminish your brand over time.
Every new supporting element offers an opportunity to further define
and design the experience you’re offering, and the need your business
(product, project, or service) fills.
* A friendly reminder; cutting & pasting is not design or branding*

{LOGO + TAGLINE HERO SHOT}

MOOD BOARD
FOUNDATION

&

DISCOVERY

The moodboard(s) that supported discovery
will continue to serve your evolution process
as well.
Evolution starts the minute you launch and
through every decision that follows.
Referring back to the feeling and essence
this moodboard conjures up will better inform
and support you along the way.
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PRIMARY LOGO
EVOLUTION

&

LEGACY

Your primary logo lays the foundation for your
brand. It offers the opportunity to bring your
messaging, goals, mission, and vision into form,
and to build upon as we continue to evolve your
look, feel, messaging, and overall experience.
It’s the start and end-point of your legacy, and
the benchmark for everything in-between.
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SECONDARY LOGO

&

EVOLUTION
LEGACY
A secondary logo is designed to support
spaces where the primary logo may not fit
correctly. It’s often opposite to a primary logo.
Meaning, if your primary is stacked, your
secondary will be horizontal, and vice versa.
As you grow and evolve, however, it’s possible
(not always) for a tertiary version to take shape,

or a combination thereof.

BRANDMARKS

Brand-marks are elements that support both
your primary and secondary logos; they can
be your logo’s best friend. They can help to

une

T IN

define your brand in very memorable and
abstract ways over time.
They can be used on their own, with your
logo(s), or a combination thereof. All these
elements are meant to continually evolve how
your brand is experienced and remembered,
it’s just a matter of how they’re put together.
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SUPPORTING GRAPHICS
FORM

&

FUNCTION

Moving the logo into functional pieces is where your
messaging and visual story start to unfold. It must
communicate and have fluidity and flexibility.
Each supporting graphic offers an opportunity to
continually achieve and evolve that goal.
This is a process of scoping and re-framing complex
problems on a continual basis. This ultimately lays
the foundation to attract your desired audience
and inspires loyalty and longevity.
PLEASE NOTE: These pieces are for mock-up
purposes only. Once we move into production,
they will be re-worked to support the specific
content at hand.
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SUPPORTING GRAPHICS
FORM

&

FUNCTION

LOGO FONT:
Customized

TAGLINE FONT:
Futura Medium Condensed Oblique
HEADER FONT:
Futura Extra Bold Condensed
SUBHEAD FONT:
Futura Medium Condensed
BODY FONT:
Helvetica Light
SPECIALITY USE FONT(S):

Coronet
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EXTERIOR/INTERIOR
MOOD BOARD
BRICK

&

MORTAR,

THE TACTICAL BRAND EXPERIENCE

For brick & mortar businesses, the tactical experience
you’re offering starts upon entry, and throughout every
point of contact. More often than not, a consumers
deciding factor is how a space makes them feel, one
way or another, over even the level of service they
provide. Ambiance is everything.
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SINGAGE MOCKUP
&
FORM, FUNCTION

(RE)BRAND REVEAL

While these placements may look like overkill
in mock-up form, in reality they won’t all be seen
at one time.
Each placement supports a different vantage
point at quick glance for those who don’t know
you’re there - be easily identified for those who
are looking for you - and expand your brand
awareness and legacy support, all-around.
REBRAND REVEAL:

A full signage experience is a great opportunity
to showcase all the elements of the rebrand at
one time to create a cohesive experience. This
will also offer comfort to long-time customers
around the changes, while also attracting new
as a result of them.
NOTE: This will require painting the building
from the current dark grey.
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+

COLOR INVERSIONS
GRAY SCALE MOCKUPS
FUNCTIONALITY

&

PROBLEM SOLVING

Inverting your brand colors can be a design
choice or a production choice, depending on
the goals at hand. Your logo should be have
the abliity to be fluid throughout.
This is how your logo will support inversion
and gray-scale demands.
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TRANSPARENT
SECONDARY
APPLICATIONS

&

PROBLEM SOLVING

+ MARKETING SUPPORT

When placing your logo over images, or other
marketing pieces with busy backgrounds,
a transparent version can offer the most
workable solution. Here’s some variations
of what that might look like.
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COLOR
PALETTE

Color is an integral part of a brand’s identity.
Consistent use of a color palette not only reinforces
brand cohesiveness and supports a psychological
and pituitary response from the consumer, but it
PRIMARY:

CMYK: 0-0-6-3
RGB: 246-244-232
PANTONE: 160-1C
HEXI: F6F4E8

PRIMARY:

CMYK: 59-0-0-23
RGB: 59-162-198
PANTONE: 7702 C
HEXI: 3BA2C6

PRIMARY:

CMYK: 57-47-49-14
RGB: 112-113-112
PANTONE: 424 C
HEXI: 707170

also speaks to the aura of your brand and purpose
as the host of it.
Colors carry energy. They communicate a certain
feeling to your audience and this plays a big part
in how they receive your branding.
SECONDARY PALETTE:

This is the palette we loved so much from concept
two, but wasn’t strong enough to support the
primary needs in the end. It will work well for interior
SECONDARY:

CMYK: 42-5-13-0
RGB: 144-203-215
PANTONE: 629 C
HEXI: 90CAD7

SECONDARY:

CMYK: 0-0-8-6
RGB: 240-238-223
PANTONE: P 3-9 C
HEXI: F0EDDB

SECONDARY:

CMYK: 0-0-0-70
RGB: 109-111-113
PANTONE: 424-C
HEXI: 707170

branding elements as an accent palette, as well
as packaging accents for future product lines.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
FOUNDATION

&

EVOLUTION

Since social media plays such a huge part in our
marketing and culture today, it’s imperative
to consider how a brand will integrate, support,
and survive all the nuacanes that go with it.
This mockup gives some insight into how
your new brand elements can play on a Social
Media platform.
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THE MASSAGE GARAGE

BRAND CHEAT SHEET

{BLUE}

Your Brand Color Details

g

CMYK

59-0-0-23

BRAND COLOR
CHEAT SHEET
Since this PDF can be cumbersome

PANTONE
7702 C

when it come to production needs,

RGB

59-162-198

I’ve created a “pocket-size” version

HEXI

of your two primary colors for quick

3BA2C6

*CMYK

0-0-6-3

{CREAM}

g

reference and to send to vendors,

*CREAM IDEAL MATCH.
PREFFERED TO PMS

PANTONE

as needed.
NOTE: This visual is just for reference,
you’ll get a separate file of it.

160-1C

*NOT IDEAL MATCH.
USE AS LAST RESORT

RGB

246-244-232

HEXI

Contact

9

F6F4E8
FUNK DELICIOUS DESIGNS
Deneen Alexandra • 310.863.2923

deneen@funkdelicious.com • w w w.funkdelicious.com
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BRAND GRID
CHEAT SHEET
In the same vein as the brand color
cheat sheet, I’ve created a one-page
grid of your key elements.
NOTE: This visual is just for reference,
you’ll get a separate file of it.
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Thank You!

